
Rabbi Gavriel Goldfeder 
14 Marie Ave Sharon, MA 02067      (303) 587-0701       heyrabbi@mit.edu 

Experience 

Senior Jewish Educator, MIT Hillel     2013-present 
Engagement: 
• Creating and implementing innovative programing to reach Jews who do not 

ordinarily attend Hillel events 
• Providing 4-6 weekly classes on topics that Jews of all stripes find interesting 

• Monthly “Kindle Your Judaism” program to increase Jewish literacy 
• Supervising 3 engagement interns 
• Developing one-on-one relationships with Jews of all backgrounds 

Orthodox community: 
• Classes focused on Orthodox community 
• Overseeing orthodox services 

Kehillath Aish Kodesh, Boulder, CO  
Rabbi, Educator         2003-2013 

Serving as the rabbinic and spiritual leader for Boulder's Orthodox community, while serving 
at-large as an educator for the entire Boulder community; teaching in countless formats, for 
students of all ages and denominations, and alongside rabbis and educators from across the 
spectrum. 

Open Orthodoxy: 
• Studied Torah intensely for six years, with 10 years of experience in making that 

knowledge accessible to others, using popular culture as an access point 
• Embodying a committed Jewish lifestyle alongside sincere commitment to listening 

and dialogue 
• Holding down the delicate balance between representing Boulder's only non-

Chabad Orthodox organization while cultivating and maintaining sincere openness to 
Jews of all stripes 

• Circumventing denominational boundaries in order to underscore the highest priority: 
Jewish literacy 

• One of very few Orthodox rabbis nationwide to actively serve on a multi-
denominational rabbinical council 

Flexibility and accessibility: 
• Engaging students with Jewish study on site at all of Boulder's universities 
• Learns one-on-one off-site with 8 professionals on a weekly basis 
• Trusted by all of Boulder's rabbis to prepare their students for bar- and bat-mitzvah 
• Created 'SoulFood' with the Reform rabbi to reach under-engaged Jews with 



alternative programming toward cultivating informed Jewish identity 
• Co-taught alongside all of Boulder's rabbis, from Chabad to Renewal 
• Counsels individuals and couples concerning marriage, parenting, spiritual growth, and 

bereavement 

Creative, out-of-the-box thinker: 
• Created alternadox.net website as a platform for exploration and dialogue 

concerning pressing issues in the Jewish world 
• Wrote and self-published two unique books 
• Repeatedly conceived of innovative ways to raise money for the synagogue, 

including 

• annual events, like this year's “Month of Giving” campaign 
• 8 annual cutting-edge CD's of New Jewish Music used to maintain extant donor 

relationships and to build new ones 
• Designed and implemented study opportunities catered to each of Boulder's 

universities' specific needs, including a dialogue between Judaism and Buddhism for 
Boulder's Buddhist university. 

• Designed and implemented a course for post-Bar- and Bat-Mitzvah teens combining 
Torah with Stephen Covey's '7 Habits of Highly Effective People' 

• Maintains blogs concerning Mussar and Torah and Relationships 

Education 

Yeshivat Bat Ayin         Bat Ayin, Israel 
Successful study toward ordination      1997-2003 

Hebrew University         Jerusalem, Israel 
Junior year Abroad         1995-1996 

Drew University         Madison, NJ 
Bachelor of Arts, Jewish Thought       1993-1997 

Rabbinic Ordination through Rabbi Zalman Nechemia Goldberg (Issur v'Heter [kashrut], 
Shabbat, 2003) and Rabbis Natan Greenberg and Daniel Kohn (Yoreh Yoreh, 2003) 

Visiting/Contributing Scholar 
• Camp Ramah of the Rockies 2010-present 
• Beth Jacob Congregation, Pittsburgh PA 
• Boulder Jewish Day School 

Fellowships and Associations 

• M²: The Institute for Experiential Jewish Education - Senior Jewish Educators’ Cohort 
• STAR Rabbinic Leadership Program, 2007-2009 
• Limdu Heitev Fellowship with Rabbi Yitz Greenberg, 2007-2008 
• Member, International Rabbinic Fellowship 
• Member, Rabbinical Council of America 
• Completed workshop in MatrixWorks Group Genius 



Skills 
• Fluent in Hebrew 
• Accomplished guitar player, singer, and band leader 

Interests 
Reading psychology; studying the texts of other religions; playing and watching sports; jazz 
and African music 


